LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

BEG YOUR PARDON

This letter concerns my article on Stripe Smut in your November issue of WEEDS TREES AND TURF. When I submit an article for publication to any journal I object to editorial changes which are not cleared. This helps prevent misunderstandings and mistakes like the one in this article. You added trade names which I could have put in myself if I had wanted them. You not only added them without my permission but in one case used the wrong trade name. In case you haven't realized it yet that mistake reflects on my reputation and not yours since the readers aren't aware they were added without my knowledge.

For your own information thiophanate-methyl is sold under the trade names Fungo and Spot Kleen. Cleary's 3336 is thiophanate-ethyl. J. M. Vargas Jr., assistant professor, department of botany and plant pathology, Michigan State University.

Editor's Note: You're absolutely right. We did mis-name thiophanate-methyl. As for trade names, it is the policy of this magazine to include trade names at least once in every article concerning environmental protection chemicals. How else will the reader know what the material is. Generally, most readers identify by trade name and then generic, in that order. As professional communicators we must constantly strive to keep the reader informed in language he understands. Thus, we will continue to edit articles to make them readable and understandable to the entire readership.

CONGRATULATIONS

Just a note to let you know that the members of the International Shade Tree Conference appreciate the excellent coverage of the Boston Conference in WEEDS TREES AND TURF.

Your magazine has for years been a loyal reporter of the International Shade Tree conventions. We thank you for it ... Brian Fewer, Western Chapter, International Shade Tree Conference.

WANTS MORE

I am writing to express my compliments on your (inside) back covers of June 1972, September 1972 and August 1973 and would like to see more of these in future issues. These covers are extracted and put into a separate folder. If you could extend this into different diseases in turf and trees it could make a fine addition to your magazine.

Thanks also to Scotts for their advertising. George D. White, Superintendent, Main Street Cemetery, Dalton, Mass.

NEW FROM PURDUE UNIVERSITY

SODO KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

U.S. Patent 3135, 3175, 76, 77

Dr. W. H. Daniel, Purdue University, devoted 15 years of breeding, observation and comparison of bluegrass selections before the release of SODCO in 1967. Each of the four lines that make up SODCO were granted patents during 1972. SODCO has exceptional eye appeal due to its firm texture and very dark green color.

SODCO KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS has outstanding disease resistance and has received superior disease ratings in tests from major universities and turf organizations for:

• STRIPE AND FLAG SMUT RESISTANCE
• POWDERY MILDEW RESISTANCE
• LEAFSPOT RESISTANCE
• STEM AND LEAF RUST RESISTANCE

SODCO is a dwarf type variety with low growth profile and slower rate of leaf extension. Shade studies and greenhouse tests have proven SODCO to have SUPERIOR SHADE TOLERANCE over other bluegrass varieties.

For information and pricing, write or call:

Agricultural Alumni Seed Improvement Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 158, ROMNEY, INDIANA 47978
(317) 538-3145

SODCO KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS IS PREFERRED BY THOSE WHO KNOW TURF

TIME TO RENEW: Your Renewal Card Is Bound In Above

WEEDS TREES AND TURF is sent to you because you and your business are part of the Green Industry. You receive this magazine on a free basis.

To continue receiving each issue at no cost, we need your okay. Subscriptions are limited to bonafide members of the Green Industry. If you operate commercially within this dynamic marketplace, you qualify.

MAY WE HEAR FROM YOU TODAY? The attached card above is for your use. Please check the type of business you are engaged in, sign the card and drop it in the mail. We'll do the rest. We want your continued support. Thank you, Arthur V. Edwards, Publisher.

(This renewal notice is a requirement of our national auditing service to verify that you are a member of the industry and that you wish to receive the magazine.)
START UP MAINTENANCE

A WEEK TO several days prior to the actual start up, an operator should remove the spark plugs and add a 50-50 mixture of diesel fuel and 10 weight oil to each engine cylinder and replace the spark plugs. At this time he should also open the seal on the suction of the pump and inject this same mixture between the eye of the impeller and the wear ring and then reseal the suction. When ready for the actual start up, the batteries should be charged and connected, taking care to clean all connecting terminals.

The tape on all engine openings should be removed, and the air cleaner refilled and replaced on the engine. All electrical connections should be checked for tightness and corrosion and cleaned if necessary.

The spark plugs should be removed and the engine turned over slowly, without starting, to expel the oil in the cylinders. At this time the operator should insure that the pump is turning freely and is free of foreign objects. The spark plugs can then be replaced.

The suction and discharge piping and connections should be checked to be sure they are clear of foreign objects and, using new gaskets and pipe dope, can be reconnected.

The packing gland should be removed and new packing should be installed in the stuffing box as far forward as can be reached. The gland can then be installed, just tight enough to prevent the entrance of air while priming. If the stuffing box is equipped with a grease fitting, a new charge of grease should be applied.

The primer and priming valve should then be reinstalled and the pump primed.

After checking engine oil and coolant levels, the engine should now be started and slowly brought up to warm-up temperature. At this time the operator should check all of his safety switches to insure they are working. The over-temperature switch can be checked by removing a fan belt, water pump belt, or covering the radiator. During these tests the operator should watch the engine gauges very closely so that should any of the safety switches fail to work he can shut the engine down and replace or repair the switch. Since the engine oil must be drained anyway, the operator can check the low oil pressure safety switch by removing the drain plug from the engine while it is running slowly.

The engine should then be refilled with the proper oil and re-started.

To check a loss-of-prime safety switch the connection between the pump and switch can be removed allowing the pressure to drop to the switch.

The operator should then check the engine and pump for any leaks (continued on page 26)

THE STUFFING BOX area is of primary concern in the operational maintenance on the fluid end of the pumping unit. Most centrifugal pumps used in the irrigation field are of stuffing box construction. By its design, a stuffing box must leak a little of the fluid being pumped in order to cool and to lubricate the area where the packing contacts the shaft or shaft sleeve. If we do not allow proper leakage through the stuffing box the packing will become overheated and dry, resulting in the burning of the packing and the scoring of the shaft sleeve.

Once the packing is burned and hardened and the shaft sleeve scored, no amount of adjustment will maintain proper leakage for any length of time. The shaft or shaft sleeve must then be replaced and a full new set of packing must be installed. Proper leakage varies some among the manufacturers, but generally a leakage of 8 to 10 drops per minute is acceptable.

Although most sprinkler systems today operate at high pressures at the pump, usually in a 60 to 100 PSI range, pump manufacturers have designed most pumps used in this field so that the stuffing box of these pumps are subject to considerably lower pressures than what is felt at the pump discharge, usually only 20 to 30 PSI. This means that when tightening the packing gland of a pump that is producing...
And Engine Care

**MAINTENANCE**

75 PSI at the discharge you are only working against a pressure of approximately 20 PSI at the packing. Therefore, a pump of this type with the sleeve and packing in good condition and properly adjusted should not require constant readjustment, but should be checked daily.

Operators of the pumping equipment should take caution that should additional rings of packing be needed, add only the type and size of packing as recommended by the manufacturer. Different sizes or types of packing, other than recommended, might not give the proper service and might damage the shaft sleeve.

Most operators of pumping units are more familiar with the proper operational maintenance for engines than for pumps; most will check the coolant and oil levels. However, in many cases the operator, when adding to the coolant or oil, fails to add the proper materials. Most manufacturers recommend that their engines be run with a year-round antifreeze type coolant. When running an engine with just water for a coolant, you lose the advantage of the anti-rust type additive that is found in most types of antifreeze. In addition, if only water is used the manufacturers recommend that prior to winter the coolant be drained and refilled with antifreeze for winter storage.

Most engines cannot be complete-

(continued on page 50)
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**SHUT DOWN MAINTENANCE**

The maintenance performed on a pump and engine unit at the end of the irrigation season greatly affects the overall life expectancy of the unit. It may well make the difference between being able to get the unit in operation at the beginning of the next season.

Ideally, the pumping unit should be stored inside a protective building during long periods of shut-down. Regardless of whether the unit is stored in a building or left outside, these steps should still be followed prior to storage:

- On the pump end, the suction and discharge piping should be removed, all water should be drained from the pump unit and a 50 weight oil should be injected between the eye of the impeller and the wear ring of the pump.
- All openings, including the suction and discharge openings should be covered to prevent the entrance of rodents and foreign material into the pump unit.
- If the unit has a diaphragm type hand primer on it, the primer should be removed, the opening into the pump plugged and the primer stored in a building.
- If the unit has an intake manifold type primer made of glass or plastic, this should also be removed and stored in a building.
- If the unit is equipped with a discharge priming valve that has a rubber seat or clack face, the valve should be removed and stored inside or the rubber parts should be coated with a good rubber preservative.

The stuffing box gland should be loosened and if the stuffing box is equipped with a grease cup or a grease zerk a couple of shots of grease should be applied to the stuffing box to force out remaining water and give some measure of protection to the packing.

If the unit is not equipped with grease fittings, the packing gland should be backed off and the last two rings of packing removed and grease packed into the stuffing box. The packing gland can then be tightened slightly to force the grease into the remaining rings of packing; then the gland should be again loosened.

If during the season you had encountered any difficulties with the pumping unit, such as excessive stuffing box leakage, or a serious pressure drop, indicating that your pump was wearing out, now is the time to order the necessary repair parts or remove the pump and get it to your dealer or manufacturer for necessary repairs.

This is the time of year when these people are usually at the low ebb of their season and can get your repairs accomplished. Your unit will be ready to go when you want to start your new season.

If your pump unit is connected to the driver by a flexible coupling

(continued on page 28)
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line as fast as the operator is removing it. A vacuum gauge installed on the pump or suction line will tell an operator if he is actually pulling a vacuum with his primer or just moving air through his pump.

Air leaks can be found in a number of places: holes in the suction hose or pipe, cracks around welds on the suction pipe, loose or poor fitting flanges or gaskets, or cracks or holes in the pump case. If the air leak is not found in one of these areas, the operator should look at the valve on the discharge side of the pump.

Sand or other foreign objects may prevent the valve from seating properly. The rubber face may be cracked or chipped and not seating properly. Many gate type valves of all-metal construction will never seal properly to allow a vacuum to be applied to the pump.

The stuffing box on the pump may leak air. This is particularly true of a pump that has been out of service for some time and the packing has dried and hardened. If the pump is equipped with a grease fitting, usually a shot of grease will seal the stuffing box. If the pump is not so equipped, the packing gland might be tightened down to seal. However, the operator should be sure to loosen the packing gland again after he gets the pump going to insure proper leakage.

One other area to look for trouble is in the primer itself. Insure that it is functioning properly. On hand type primers a check valve insures that air can be pulled out of the pump but not put in the pump. If grass or other foreign objects get into this check valve the operator may be putting air back into the pump at every stroke.

I have seen some trouble getting prime on pumps used as boosters, where a turbine pump is pumping into a centrifugal pump. On this type of installation, where a check valve is used on the discharge side

(continued on next page)
Trouble shooting
(from previous page)

The major effect of building a better product is the increased capability of the user of that product to do a better job. Excellence begets excellence!

The Moody Impact Pop-Up Sprinkler for large area sprinkling provides the extra measure of efficiency for grounds maintenance men. Special features include: built-in surge protector to prevent head damage... exclusive high flow stainless steel spindle... exclusive long wearing Turcote and Turcon thrust bearing washers... parts standardization, with parts for full and part circle heads completely interchangeable... positive reversing mechanism... retracting spring to insure positive pop-down when water is turned off... outer sweep and inner sweep nozzles set at dissimilar angles to prevent stream interference... completely removable internal assembly from above ground for easy field maintenance.

It is a product of excellence; ergo, it does an excellent job!

Write for our catalog.

MOODY SPRINKLER CO., INC.
3020 Pullman Street
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
714/556-8730

For More Details Circle (144) on Reply Card

TROUBLE SHOOTING
of the centrifugal pump, I have sometimes seen where the check valve had a head of water on the upstream side of it. The turbine pump did not have sufficient pressure to push water through the centrifugal and open the check valve. Since the turbine column contained air, the air fills the centrifugal pump and will not allow the centrifugal to be primed properly to open the check valve. This type of condition is particularly prevalent where more than one turbine and booster combination are pumping into the same line. The first unit will start up because the turbine builds sufficient pressure to open the check valve against a dry line or static pressure, but the second unit cannot open the check valve against the pressure developed by the first unit.

On this type of installation, an air release valve should be installed between the discharge of the centrifugal and the check valve. This will allow the air ahead of the water in the turbine pump to escape and the centrifugal will then get prime and be able to open the check valve.

A pump that primes but will not pump sufficient water or pressure is usually the victim of failure to deliver sufficient water to the pump. All centrifugal pumps are designed to operate at a definite design condition of capacity and head at a certain Total Dynamic Suction Head. If the total dynamic suction head for the pump is exceeded, atmospheric pressure may not be able to get as much water to the pump as the pump is attempting to move.

We see this quite often on sprinkler pumps. A sprinkler pump may be designed to produce 900 GPM at 70 PSI for a sprinkler system. This pump, we will say, can be operated at this condition under a total dynamic suction head of 15 ft. We will also say that the suction piping and maximum lift from the water are such that at this condition the total dynamic suction head is 13 ft. The pump will operate satisfactorily under this condition. Many times, however, when this pumping unit is first started on an irrigation cycle the line to the sprinkler system is dry or at least not full and the pump is only pumping against 20 to 30 PSI.

Against this pressure the pump will try to pump 1400 or 1500 GPM; and at a condition of 1400 to 1500 GPM at 30 PSI this pump must be operated at a total dynamic suction head of not over 8 ft. At the same time the increased flow of water in the suction line has increased the friction loss to bring the total dynamic suction head up to 16 ft. Now we have a pump that is trying to pump 1500 GPM, but is only getting 1000 or 1100 GPM delivered to it. The pump will now go into a condition of cavitation and will become very noisy. We have a pump that is a victim of failure to deliver sufficient water.

Fortunately, on most sprinkler systems, this condition may exist for a very few minutes, since, as the line begins to fill, the pressure on the pump increases and the capacity decreases until the system is up to 70 PSI at 900 GPM and the pump is now getting sufficient water. If, however, the level of the water source dropped three feet, since the last time the pump had been operated, our total dynamic suction head would be exceeded and the pump would still not be getting a sufficient supply of water. This could happen when the water source is a pond.

The problem of over-production upon start up of a pump against a dry line can be cured by putting a gate valve or butterfly valve on the pump discharge. The operator keeps the valve closed during start up to a point where the pump is always operating against the design pressure until the system is filled. If the water level drops the pump must be moved closer to the water or the suction piping size increased until the unit is operating under the maximum suction lift for which it was designed.

A problem sometimes seen is where a pump is located on the bank of a river or ditch and the discharge line goes immediately down hill from the pump. Under this condition, in trying to start the pump, the discharge head is less than the suction head and the pump will not produce any water at all. After the pump is primed and turned on it merely splashes a little water out. This is a case where the pump is actually losing prime. The discharge head must at all times at least equal the suction head for the pump to work at all. Here again, a valve on the discharge side can be used to increase the discharge head on the pump until the line is full. (Editor's Note: This can happen to spraymen who pull water from ditches or ponds to fill spray tanks.)

At times when a centrifugal pump is being operated as a booster pump this same condition can exist. The
Any way you look at it... the DITCH WITCH COMBO Is the Most Adaptable Trenching Machine Made.

No other single piece of underground construction equipment can do as many things as the Ditch Witch Combo. A fully-equipped Combo will trench, backfill and do backhoe, vibratory plowing and boring operations. Your operator can switch from one operation to another without adding or changing attachments.

The basic Combo comes equipped with offset digging assembly and vibratory plow; add additional modular components as you need them. Installation is fast, simple and requires no modifications of the basic vehicle.

Combos are available in three sizes ranging from 30- to 60-horsepower. Each gives you all the proven Ditch Witch design advantages that have made Ditch Witch the leader in its field.

The best way to see what a Combo can do for you is to see it in action on your job. Name the time and place and Ditch Witch will be there. Compare the Combo with what others have to offer. We'll tell you how, through the others will have to bring more than one machine to match our Combo's capabilities. Because the Ditch Witch Combo is in a class by itself.

Charles Machine Works
P.O. Box 66
Perry, Oklahoma 73077
START UP MAINTENANCE
(from page 22)
caused by drying gaskets and should at this time be able to check and adjust the packing gland on the pump. If the driver is an electric motor, the grease should again be changed, the unit turned by hand to insure that it is free, the motor openings checked for foreign objects or rodents and the area around the air intakes cleaned of weeds or trash.

The switch box should be checked to insure it is clean and free of rodents. The fuses should be replaced after checking to insure that they are not blown.

All electrical connections should be checked to make sure they are tight. A loose electrical connection can cause low voltage and excessive heat causing overload protector tripping and blown fuses. The extremes of temperature during the winter can sometimes cause electrical connections to expand and contract at different rates resulting in a connection that was tight in the fall to be loose in the spring. This is particularly true when aluminum wire is used.

On an electric motor driven unit, the pump end start-up maintenance would be the same as with an engine driven unit; again all safety shutdown switches used on the unit should be checked to insure that they are working properly.

Presented in this manner, pump and engine maintenance seems like a great deal of work, and I have had operators tell me that they do not perform this type of maintenance and yet they get satisfactory life out of their unit. I submit that these people do not know what satisfactory life really is.

Several years ago a farmer in eastern Colorado who used a lot of pumping units, all engine driven, was using one of the major brands of engines, and was happy enough with the sevice they gave him that he kept trading his engines in to the dealer for the same brand when they did wear out. This man was getting 8,000 to 10,000 hours of operation out of each engine and he considered this satisfactory.

The dealer, upon rebuilding several of the engines he had taken in trade from the farmer, found that the engines were not worn out in general, but had excessive wear at several points in the engine, indicating lack of proper maintenance.

He requested the farmer to perform proper maintenance on one new engine as recommended to test his theory that most of the failures were due to improper maintenance. The farmer agreed to rigidly perform proper maintenance on this one new engine. As a result the last I heard the engine in question has passed 20,000 hours and was going strong. Now the farmer no longer considers 8,000 to 10,000 hours as satisfactory life and is an advocate of proper maintenance.

Nu-Ag West Becomes New Div. Of Foamspray Chemicals

Nu-Ag West, a new division of Foamspray Chemicals, Inc., has been established in Lubbock, Tex.

W. G. "Skip" Purdy III, Foamspray's vice president and general manager, said the new division would specialize in marketing of growth aids — OD-4 and Microtil — for the west Texas area. Previously, he said, the distribution center for these growth aids had been from Dallas but that increased usage had dictated establishment of a nearby center.

Don't miss the
1974 Algae Control Clinic
at Booth D-54
International Turfgrass Conference
Feb. 10-15
Anaheim, Calif.

Brought to you by
CUTRINE
Liquid and Granular Algaecides
"The Standards of the Industry"
Applied Biochemists, Inc.
5300 W. County Line Rd., Mequon, Wis. 53092
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Most greensmowers cut greens in the morning and take the rest of the day off. The Hahn Tournament Triplex does much more.

In less than a minute, you can change the greens cutting heads for the patented Verti-Cut Units. The thin, durable offset blades remove thatch and grain before they begin to form, and, therefore, constantly keep your greens more playable.

The Vibra-Spiker heads achieve deep spiking penetration without excessive weight, and eliminate the back-breaking ordeal of "summer aerification."

And the heavy-duty Utility Units are ideal for approach and tee mowing. Or they can be adjusted down for greensmowing after top-dressing.

Variable speed units, individual unit lifts and a full 67" swath are features for every operation on the Hahn Tournament Triplex.

Contact your Hahn distributor for a demonstration of the first "Greens Management System" ever packaged into one remarkable machine. There are two models: the Tournament Deluxe . . . or the new, economical Tournament II. Both use the same interchangeable heads; both do more than just mow your greens.

Hahn Tournament Triplex.

For More Details Circle (122) on Reply Card
containing rubber parts, these parts should also receive a coating of preservative. If a flexible shaft is used, grease should be applied at all fittings.

The engine should be run until it is warmed up to operating temperature and then the oil drained and the oil filter changed. New oil with a rust-preventative should be added and the unit again run a short time to distribute the oil. A word of caution here: if the power unit is connected to the pump through a clutch, the pump should not be allowed to operate during this warm-up period. If the pump is directly connected to the power unit, the warm-up and engine service should be performed prior to draining the pump unit. The pump should not be run without fluid in it.

While the engine is warm, the coolant should be checked. If you are using one of the all-year type coolants that are now on the market, the level and the degree of protection are all that need to be checked and necessary addition should be made. If water or a methanol type of anti-freeze have been used, the cooling system should be drained and refilled with water, rust inhibitor and antifreeze.

The spark plugs should be pulled, cleaned and re-gapped and about two ounces of SAE 50 engine oil should be poured into each cylinder and the plugs replaced.

The distributor cap should be removed and a small amount of oil placed on the governor weights and a drop of grease on the grease wick. The distributor cap should then be replaced and sealed with weatherproof masking tape where the cap joins the distributor housing.

The air cleaner and breather cap should be removed and stored inside after cleaning, and all openings in the engine, carburetor, exhaust and breather should be sealed with a weatherproof tape.

The fuel filter should be removed, cleaned and replaced.

Any engine safety switches and the lines to them that are operated by water should be drained completely. Electrically operated safety switches and the ignition system should be given a good coat of one of the spray-on electrical protection compounds to prevent corrosion.

Any grease fittings on the engine should be given a good shot of new grease.

Batteries should be removed, charged and stored in a cool, dry place.

If the driver is an electric motor, the old grease should be flushed out and new grease put in and then the motor run for a few seconds to distribute the new grease and allow the excess grease to get out prior to replacing the grease plugs.

The motor should be protected from oil, water and rodents during the shut down period, but should not be covered with a plastic or canvas cover that will not allow proper circulation of air in and around the motor during shutdown.

The starting switch box should be checked for missing knock-out plugs or other holes and these should be sealed against rodents and dirt.

Ensure that all switches are in the off position and either lock the panel in the off position or remove the fuses to prevent an accidental or vandal type start-up during the shut down season.

A pumping unit properly prepared for storage this way will be ready for start-up in the spring with a minimum amount of problems.

**EDITORIAL**
(from page 6)

not what to do for the political process. Green Industry organizations must exercise their lobbying power in government as the organized voice of the membership. Sitting back on the sidelines in silence signifies consent with the situation.

Above all, we must expend a little motivational energy to turn the tide. Energy in teamwork will bring order to the current chaos. The rewards of our effort more than justify the means.
WEEDS, TREES, and TURF
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Agrico 18-4-10 Works More Efficiently. And We’ll Go To Any Links To Prove It!

It's a fact. Agrico Country Club Fertilizer for tees and greens provides more efficient feeding. It gets down to the grass roots quicker, and gives you more feeding power for your money. We'll prove it to you on your own course, free of charge.

While other fertilizers are still at the surface level—where they can be mowed away by greens mowers—Agrico's 18-4-10 formula is already rapidly penetrating to the root zone. The key to its rapid penetration is Agrico's scientifically sized, extremely dense particles. These tiny, non-burning granules are quickly dissolved and absorbed to provide instant, longer lasting feeding power. With far less pick-up by mowers.

Proven on leading golf courses, Agrico's 18-4-10 contains the balanced nutrient formula necessary for controlled sustenance of high-quality turf. Ten units of water insoluble nitrogen provide the balanced ratio necessary for continued, long-term feeding. Quickly available sources of nitrogen cause immediate green-up.

Sulphate of potash increases summer durability and winter hardness, while reducing disease incidence. And Agrico's low phosphorus content avoids excessive build-up while promoting vigorous, deep root formation.

"We'll Go To Any Links"

To prove that Agrico works more efficiently, we'll go to any links. Complete the coupon below, and we'll come to you with a free product demonstration. We'll prove beyond a doubt the effectiveness of Agrico's 18-4-10 formula for tees and greens. And we'll fill you in on Agrico's full line of dependable course-care products.

Agrico Country Club
P.O. Box 317
Lebanon, Pennsylvania 17042

Please contact me for a free product demonstration of 18-4-10 and for information on Agrico's other course-care products.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Street or P.O. Box ____________________________
Phone Number ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ________ Zip ________

Offer good only in Agrico trade areas.